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About This Content

Today you are driving the world famous Flying Scotsman from the 1920s. You have a big day ahead of you so while you take in
the beauty of this train, try to keep to your passenger run also!

The passenger run takes you on a massive 125 mile drive down the ECML from Edinburgh through to Newcastle where you'll
finish your shift for the day. There are many passengers that can not wait to get on the Scotsman so be sure to make all your

stops so not to disappoint.

It is a breathtaking experience to drive the Flying Scotsman so enjoy the beauty of this great train as it rolls on through the East
Coast Main Line.

Your schedule today - Edinburgh to Newcastle, stopping at all stations:

Prestonpans
Longniddry

Drem
Dunbar
Berwick
Chathill

Alnmouth
Acklington
Widdington
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Pegswood
Morpeth

Cramlington
Heaton
Manors

Newcastle
This tribute session offers the 1920s Flying Scotsman and many 1900 - 1960 trains running throughout the ECML route. The

route itself is not from the 1920s era but is used to recreate the Flying Scotsman experience. Also note that the Flying Scotsman
locomotive is available to download on the Download Station for free.
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This looks and plays almost exactly like the game "The Deal", which I also loved. I just started playing this game, but I can
already tell you I am going to love it. More detailed graphics than the average JRPG (just like The Deal game), and good music,
at least one song I recognize also from The Deal, I believe. The story, characters and fighting system seem to be good as well. I
will update my review if necessary. I recommend this game to those who love JRPG\/RPG maker games.

After playing a few hours, my one gripe is the unbalance, having too many monster fights on the main world when walking. I
am stuck in one place where it is an attacked castle. I have requested help where I cannot seem to get very far without my two
characters dying. I have tried several times and have requested help on the forums without any success. I hope that changes.. I've
read little of the original stories from Conan Doyle but this game does get the feel of them. Less puzzle loaded and more clues
and plot oriented, the game helps you keep track of the case by reviewing the main topics discovered at the end of each day.
Also, the backgrounds are imensely developed, and so are the voice acting and speech of the characters. What a change from the
shabby Mystery of the Mummy.. Blanco is a really fun game. It's your regular 3d platformer but with 8-bit styled graphics.

Pros :
Almost everything

Cons :

Level selection is difficult, but once you figure it out, your likely to do a good job for the rest.

If you don't like challange DO NOT PLAY! I like challanges so I love this game. The demo design is different from the full
game though:\/.

10\/10. As a long time sim pilot I find myself very critical of simulation games in general as they often overlook key mechanics,
physics or otherwise, in their flight models. I am pleased to say that does not seem to be the case here. As an older jet fighter
this aircraft has several quirks that I would expect such as an extrodinarily long turbine spool-up time before throttle changes are
realized. Its stall characteristics are similarly drastic but again this is what I would expect from this airframe. Despite (and in
fact because of) these nuances I find the MiG-15 a joy to fly!
It has an impressive top speed (complete with the control loss as we approach overspeed that I know the aircraft suffered from)
and enjoys a tight turn radius with some fun fast-action air-brakes (that you super need) both in landing and dogfights.
Speaking of dogfights a friend and I dueled the MiG-15 and F-86 and were impressed at how well the aircraft matched up with
eachother. They were noted as having very similar performance specs (not to say they fly the same because they don't) and we
were very pleased that Belsimtek did such a great job matching those aircraft to historical specifications.
All-in-all I very much enjoy this aircraft and would recommend it.
The price tag is pretty steep though so save your money and get it on sale!. its ok i feel it needs more work feels clunky hope it
gets better with updates
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too dam short!!! no weapons nothing like i tought it would be very dissapointing you just walk trought a story thats in
russin,with english subtitles very poor game i give them an A for effet it dose look really good but game play they could have
added more. I loved this game. I really enjoy escape rooms and this captured some of that feeling. I was also really excited to try
with a stranger. It worked great and we had a lot of laughs. I really loved when we started over, and switched roles. To see what
it looks like from the other side is so cool.

If they ever make a paid version with more rooms and levels, I will buy it immediately.. Alma: Who is the doll?
Tanya: ME
Alma: Go to the furnace. Burn yourself...
Bee: I put a wood now... It's BURNING... GO GO GO!!!
Tanya: Who me?
 (the girl behind us turned into a monster)
Bee: AHHHHHH SHE GOT MAD!!!
Cyanine: NOOO NOT ME! NOT ME!!!
(cyanine turned into a doll)
Cyanine: I'm a doll... so we are small. We are dead but not dead...
Bee: Come inside here! Burn yourself so that you will be human again...

hahaha
This game!
will burn my friends again :D. Great game! One of the best arcade-style zombie games around, pretty simple to understand and
fun to play. The mechanics of the game are great, the developers are active and constantly pushing new updates through our
feedback. The best part is that you get the feel of being there since there is no teleport option and as you move in your play area,
you move in your fixed spot to grab stuff around. Everything is proportionally right, it feels so real that I even dropped the
controllers over the invisible table in front of me!

Totally recommended.. Hi there. I bought this product from Steam on 22 Septemebr 2015 and it is successfully installed in the
Steam Library. However, when I load Friday Harbor, the runway is non-existent and on take-off the aircraft is buried
completely in sand with no sign of any updated graphics anywhere in the airport area as advertised. I have been trying absolutely
everything to find a solution to the problem and even applied for a refund from Steam, which was refused as I exceed the time
limitation.

I am very disappointed to say the least but, would appreciate advice on how the problem can be resolved as I would really like to
get the programme up and running correctly. Maybe a complete reinstallation of the product could be the answer.

I look forward to a reply asap.

Regards

Doug Welsh
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